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ABSTRACT

Inter-Satellite communication is one of the remarkable technologies in the era of high altitude platform (HAP) communication system. This work is focused on the transmission of six channels, each carrying 20Gbps non return to zero (NRZ) data over inter-satellite link of 3500Km by adopting wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and polarization interleaving (PI) scheme. The results are reported in terms of signal to noise ratio (SNR), total received power and eye diagrams which show successful transmission of 20x6Gbps data up to 3500km.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of optical communication system has witnessed remarkable transformation of fibres into advanced and cost-efficient optical wireless systems. It has also been introduced in space communications. Currently used laser satellite communication enables data transmission at the rate of several Gbps between satellites situated at a distance of hundred kilometres. This further enables the possibility of Inter-satellite optical wireless communication (Is-OWC) in data transmission at much higher rates than they currently are [1]. This is achieved by integrating present OWC system with free space optics (FSO). As a result, the overall system cost reduces and access to the network increases. Larger bandwidth and higher data speed are achieved by Is-OWC system which enables to meet the increasing demand of network services [2-3]. As the recent data rates have used Inter-satellite communication up to several Tbps, Inter-satellite wireless link is to be improved. Telescope gain, LT and LR are the transmitter and receiver pointing loss factor respectively. The free space path loss is explained in terms of parentheses in the above equation. Links with longer distance usually require more advanced and correct recovery, pointing and tracking system to maintain optical wireless link as the tiniest error is amplified over a link distance. So the vital requirement of Is-OWC is to align sending and receiving antenna in line of sight as small divergence can result in signal loss. One such technique used to access huge bandwidth available in optical fibre is wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). Advantages of OWC include reduction of mass and power of payload. Thus, more data rate for each watt of power can be achieved using optical beam. However, due to long separation in satellite communication optical beam has to propagate through various medium like air and vacuum. This further makes satellite communication as the most difficult area of application for optical wireless link [4]. Optical link between space communication and satellite is usually many kilometres long and though it takes place in vacuum which ought to be loss-free, there are enormous path losses. It is thus a priority issue of received optical power and very few approaches have been proposed to shrink such transmission-related losses. Optical amplification appeals to earth-to-satellite uplinks [5-9]. Researchers have also investigated the utilization of FSO for ground communication systems [10-13]. As the recent data rates have shown the use of Inter-satellite communication up to several Tbps, Inter-satellite wireless link requires further improvement for better utilisation. The receiver signal power at receiver side is given by [14]:

\[
P_R = P_T \eta_T \eta_G (\lambda / 4\pi Z)^2 G_T G_R L_T L_R\]  \(1\)

where \(P_T\) is the transmitted optical power, \(P_R\) is the received optical power, \(\eta_T\) and \(\eta_G\) are the optical efficiency of the transmitter and receiver respectively, \(\lambda\) is the wavelength, \(Z\) is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, \(G_T\) is the transmitter telescope gain, \(G_R\) is the receiver telescope gain, \(L_T\) and \(L_R\) are the transmitter and receiver pointing loss factor respectively. The free space path loss is explained in terms of the parentheses in above equation. Links with longer distance usually require more advanced and correct recovery, pointing and tracking system to maintain optical wireless link as the tiniest error is amplified over a link distance. So the vital requirement of Is-OWC is to align sending and receiving antenna in line of sight as small divergence can result in signal loss. The estimated transmitting pointing loss factor is given by [14]:

\[
L_T = \exp (-G_T \theta_T^2)\]  \(2\)

Where, \(\theta_T\) is transmitter azimuth pointing error angle, and the approximate receiver pointing error is given by the following equation [14]:

\[
L_R = \exp (-G_R \theta_R^2)\]  \(3\)

where, \(\theta_R\) is the receiver azimuth pointing error. With increasing bandwidth demand to support multimedia application such as video conferencing, interest in optical fibre networks has been increased. One such technique used to
access huge bandwidth available in optical fibre is wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) [15-17].

The remainder of the paper is stated as: Section II describes the system description, Section III depicts the Result and Section followed by conclusion which is presented in Section IV.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The proposed WDM-PI based Is-OWC system as illustrated in Fig.1 is modulated in OptiSystem™ software. Six channels carrying 20 Gbps non return to zero (NRZ) data each are modulated over light source divided into even and odd channels with aid of multiplexers. The output of multiplexers is fed to polarization controllers in order to change azimuthal parameter of even and odd channels so that adjoining channels are orthogonal to each other. Polarized signals are then multiplexed together on to a single channel and sent to receiver through an optical wireless channel (OWC). OWC consists of transmitter and receiver antenna with aperture diameter of 20 cm to 30 cm respectively. The antennas are supposed to be perfect and their optical efficiency is upheld to be 1. Likewise, losses due to pointing error of transmitter and receiver are examined at a distance of 3500 km. The polarization splitter (PS) is used at receiver side which divides signal according to their state of polarization (SOP) i.e. into even and odd signals. Output of PS is then de-multiplexed and perceived by photodiode trailed by a Bessel filter with a cut off frequency of 15 GHz. Fig 2 shows measured optical spectrum after modulator and single mode fiber (SMF) having span of 3500 Km.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, results of proposed simulated setup of WDM-PI based Is-OWC system are presented and discussed. Fig 3(a) illustrates measured signal to noise ratio (SNR) and received power for channel 1, channel 2, channel 3, channel 4, channel 5 and channel 6. The value of SNR for channel 1 is noted as 66.23dB, 45.21dB and 32.11dB; for channel 2 is 67.11dB, 45.34dB and 33.71dB; for channel 3 is 66.14dB, 45.11dB and 33.32dB; for channel 4 is 66.12dB, 46.11dB and 33.43dB; for channel 5 is 67.21dB, 44.21dB and 33.10dB; for channel 6 is 66.12dB, 41.23dB and 34.22dB at Is-OWC link of 500km, 1700km and 3500km. Similarly the received power at receiver for channel 1 is measured as -33.50dBm, -54.21dBm and -67.12dBm; for channel 2 is -32.79dBm, -54.00dBm and -66.28dBm, for channel 3 is -33.21dBm, -54.45dBm and -66.84dBm; for channel 4 is -33.20dBm, -55.11dBm and -66.88dBm; for channel 5 is -32dBm, -53.87dBm and -66.91dBm; for channel 6 is -33.20dBm.
Fig 4: Eye diagrams measured at 3500 Km (a) Channel 1 (b) Channel 2 (c) Channel 3 (d) Channel 4 (e) Channel 5 (f) Channel 6

55.12dBm and -66.76 dBm at Is-OWC link of 500km, 1700km and 3500km. Fig 4 illustrates measured eye diagram for all channels at 3500km which shows that proposed Is-OWC system is capable to transmit 6 X 20 Gbps data at link of 3500km with acceptable SNR and total received power.

4. CONCLUSION

In this work, 6 channels each of which carrying 20 Gbps are transmitted over Is-OWC link to realize total transmission of 120 Gbps data by adopting WDM and polarization scheme. It is clear from results that all channels successfully transmitted 120 Gbps over Is-OWC link of 3500km with acceptable SNR and total received power.
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